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Permit me a personal anecdote: my friend of Palestinian origin was very keen to present the rational 
nature of the Islamic faith. He told how he had asked about Allah’s oneness and been slapped over the 
head by his granddad. The force of that slap would later propel him, as an adult, into the arms of the 
Hizb-ut-Tahrir, who has a very comprehensive and logical presentation of ‘aqida.  We won't go into the 1

details of that here. 
 
There was not any space to ask questions, and certainly not to question belief or authority. 
 
For many Muslims, and possibly even for a number of 40+ adults in the UK today,  even though their 
parents, is still affected by the vestiges of: 
 

1. authoritarian classroom. 
2. Cohesive society - once upon a time being British meant something. More on that later. 

 
Not so for children growing up today, and certainly not the internet natives of post 2000. I refer you to 
Hooked Up by Jack Meyers. 
 
Children are now being solicited as customers and consumers, being offered to pick and choose among 
an infinite variety of products and services which provide instant gratification, not only in terms of the 
actual product, but the identity which is sold with it. Also the perpetual narcissistic self-creation 
afforded by social media feeds the child's ego. Here's a selfie of me going to school. Here’s a selfie of me 
with my cool friends at school. Here’s a selfie of me in  the school toilet. Limitless, borderless, boundary-less, 
all narratives shift and change and vie for the attention of the unformed yet forming mind, which is no 
longer provided with any basis on which to sift the onslaught. 
 
This is further accentuated by the current school ethos in primary and secondary which are heavily 
affected by ideas harkening back to what was originally radical movements from the 60s and 70s, 
specifically the idea that the teacher is not the end-all authority in the classroom.  

1 Islamic theology 
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While UK has been slower than many other countries to implement specific classroom strategies, the 
steady slide towards “student-centred learning” is relentless; one of the manifestations being that 
even raising your voice at disruptive students is now  a virtual crime. 
 
This move towards SCL in primary and secondary is a topic of heated debate among uk educators, as 
witnessed in the recent debacle where sir Michael, Head of Ofsted, tried to distance himself from "lefty, 
child-centred learning."  
 
The discussion of the negative effects of so-called radical education on children and the learning 
process across teachers' blogs and forums is quite visceral: Donald Clarke and Andrew Old being case 
in point. Regardless, the most intense debate comes back to the role of the teacher vs. the students and 
the the lack of clear teacher authority in the class leading to mayhem in even well-functioning schools. 
 
For Muslim students, there's the added factor; the fact that many weekend madrassas and after-school 
islamic teaching in mosques and community centres, are a carbon copy of the didactic methods we see 
in the Muslim homelands. It's well-known that that many muslim children feel disrespected in 
madrassas. 
 
This is opposed to state schools, where they not only must have an opinion on every conceivable 
subject, but are told their opinion matters regardless; in this version of the student-centred classroom, 
they are indeed the center of the world. I have had Muslim children describing how non-Muslim 
teachers at secular state schools would take time out to listen to their troubles, look them in the eye 
and take them seriously, as opposed to religious teachers, who would disregard their complaints 
regarding teaching methods or other issues. for most children, its a comparison of boiled vegetables 
vs. coloured candy. 
 
Simultaneously, the Muslim family structure is undergoing nuclear collapse and children are now 
pampered as personal projects for parents, in the same way as non-Muslim children. Also, the time of 
extended families and children playing safely outside in large groups is long gone - anyone leaving 
their child to his or her own devices is likely to regret it, on or off-line. The traditional rubbing off of 
the hard edges of the ego in the natural conflicts and negotiations taking place in the peer group is no 
more. So out of school, they also  are afforded egotism.  
 
All this in spite of Allah's saying "the ego ever incites to evil"  (Quran 12: 53)  and every handbook on 
Sufism counting whims (shahwaat) and the ego (nafs) as two of the four enemies of spiritual practice 
which must be overcome. 
 
Make a note that any family operating an openly authoritarian ethos in the home is very likely to have 
the social services called on them; I need only refer to Mayor of London calls for children at risk to be 
removed from families and taken into care, according to Guardian, 3 March 2014. 
 
So how are Muslims to teach their children that there is in fact truth in the world, some things ARE 
good and some things ARE bad, and that this is not up to opinion or “experience” - such as drugs or 
sexual experimentation in the school toilet.  How do we teach our children that they are in fact NOT 
the center of the universe, without pushing them into the all-too-willing and benevolent arms of state 
school and business.  
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‘Tweet here if you're being radicalized, kiddo!’  
 
A slap and telling children what “the truth” is simply does not work in  the  information torrent of the 
internet age. I had a Muslim secondary student who had her belief shaken to the core in a an online 
chat with a born-again Christian girl in the US; I quote; “She was just as sure of her belief as I was, and 
suddenly I thought “but then how do I know if I am right?”. The deep-felt faith, properly  bolstered by 
well-groomed arguments, crossed the atlantic through optic fibre. This is why my English  classes 
often involved Ashari aqida  :-) try that in a third or fourth language! 2

 
We'll get back to the Muslims in a moment, but I just want to discuss some general issues faced by 
education globally: 
 
Why the state school focus on SCL: The point being of course that SCL MUST be implemented, and to 
understand why, we need to look at the rationale behind public schooling: 
 
Timothy Mitchell, in Colonising Egypt (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988. p. 68) maps out 
the original reasoning behind its implementation in the United Kingdom, which was to replace 
religion as a means of social management and control by the growing centralized state: 
 
“The power of working upon the individual offered by modern schooling, was to be the hallmark and method of 
politics itself,” a politics “modelled on the process of schooling,” which would utilize the school’s“precise 
methods of inspection, coordination and control”to“change the tastes and habits of an entire people(…)and by a 
new means of education make him or her into a modern political subject—frugal, innocent, and, above all, 
busy.” 
 
Busy being the key word; the need of the rising capitalist economy for workers skilled only at 
punctually serving the machines in the factory. 
 
There is not much awareness that the Powers-That-Be have already issued a new wishlist to 
governments across the globe. They don’t want robots anymore:The demands of the knowledge 
economy mean a new type of worker bee is needed; the thinking worker, communicative, 
independent, flexible, able to engage in lifelong learning, project based employment and 
collaboration in a variety of uncertain contexts using novel technology. 
 
In 2008 OECD published a document entitled 21st Century Skills:How can you prepare students for the new 
Global Economy?  3

 
These are some of  the skills in focus: 
 
 
  

2 Ashari aqida refers to one of the two main schools of sunni muslim theology,  characterized by their 
relation to Greek logic and rhetoric. 
3 OECD: 21stCentury Skills: How can you prepare students for the new Global Economy? 
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1. Critical Thinking & Problem Solving 
2. Creativity & Innovation 
3. Communication & Collaboration 
4.  Flexibility & Adaptability 
5. Initiative & Self-Direction 
6. Social Cross-Cultural Skills 
7. Productivity  
8. Accountability 
9. Leadership & Responsibility 

 

 
 
The following year the Bologna Process 2020 was signed by no less than 46 Ministers of Education. 
Articles 2 and 14 position SCL as the key to future success: 
 
“Student-centred learning and mobility will help students develop the competences they need in a changing 
labour market and will empower them to become active and responsible citizens.” 
 
and 
 
“Student-centred learning requires empowering individual learners, new approaches to teaching and learning, 
... Academics, in close cooperation with student and employer representatives, will continue to develop learning 
outcomes and international reference points for a growing number of subject areas…” 
 
Note the reference to business - here discreetly posited as employer. Given the global dominance of the 
neo-liberal cult of the Chicago School of Economics, which accepts no government restrictions on 
business, we need to understand that whatever we as educators, parents or students may think of it, 
Student-Centred Learning (SCL) is being pushed hard by governments across the world because they 
want to stay on top of the future economic food chain - ah, the splendid isolation of the British isles. 
 
There is no “if we adopt SCL” only “how successful or unsuccessful is our implementation going to be?” And 
that’s reason enough to find new forms of teaching, which provide precisely these skills we have 
outlined above. 
  
Interestingly we may look towards the Muslim world to perhaps get an indication of where Europe 
might be in the future: the hyperspeed  adoption of western didactic methods in the Muslim world, 
specifically the drive towards providing 21c skills in the UEA extreme example, unhampered by 
teachers unions or skimpy budgets, yet actually against the wishes of the population, the 2011 
research paper Negotiating Identity: New Perspectives on the Globalization and Identity Debate in the GCC 
positions "a learner-centered school environment based on foreign curricula" that may "contradict with local 
customs and traditions" among perceived threats to national identity. Whoever is interested, I refer you 
to my paper for the Copenhagen University “The High Cost of Free thinking...” 
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Once again, while the US and Scandinavia have been working hard to implement effective 
Student-Centred Learning - and Scotland too, from what I understand - England is light-years behind 
even defining Student-Centred Learning, as can be seen by Sir Michaels recent comments.  
 
There seems hardly any awareness that the 90s and 00s have seen the development  overseas of  a 
structural approach to cooperative learning, a systematic and well-documented approach to effective 
implementation of student-centred classrooms,  which meets needs for classroom management and 
reliable assessment. Being essentially a delivery tool for social constructivism, it is transferable across 
all subjects and levels. 
 
However, there is a much more sinister level to the post-modern ethos we have outlined above, not 
solved by these classroom management techniques. Had you asked any child in this country in 1914 
what it meant to be British, in 99% of the cases would have replied something along the lines of "God, 
King and Country" - The joke is of course today that 'Being British is about driving in a German car to an 
Irish pub for a Belgian beer, grabbing an Indian curry on the way home, to sit on Swedish furniture and watch 
American shows on a Japanese TV"  
 
But in fact its not a joke that all British, and European for that matter, cohesive identity is lost both on 
a national, community and individual level, leading to disenfranchisement, crime, extremist political 
movements such as the EDL,  and the break-up of  all human connection from neighbourhoods to 
identity based in professional  pride. What does it mean to be a coal miner? Not what it meant 
pre-Thatcher!  
 
Anyone who helps solve this crisis of meaning by providing tools for individuals and  communities to 
empower themselves and find cohesive narratives that are not implemented from government levels 
(in our case as muslims such as definitions of radical/liberal) or corporations (identity via 
consumption) will earn the gratitude of an entire country.  
 
I refer you to Mohammed Elshimi’s talk yesterday  (University of Exeter) Identity, Citizenship, and 
Security: What is Deradicalisation? on why government identity doesn't work.  4

 
For us as Muslims, this is a unique opportunity. Muslims must seize the chance to become leaders, not 
followers. Already a lot of work is being done to create a more controlled and meaningful 
student-centred education, such as Ms Farah Ahmed’s Halaqa method.  
 
Just a note:  This is not a trojan horse. We are solving a problem in our communities with a 
transferable solution. We are in the service of and at the service of the general UK population. I also 
want to point out that we are not the enemies of government and business. We are in this together 
and note the overlap - we want these skill; they want these skills.  
 
Here I also want to note from Tony Wagner’s "The Global Achievement Gap: Why Even Our Best Schools 
Don't Teach the New Survival Skills Our Children Need..." listing the features of truly outstanding schools, 
is that they are like villages, coherent, collaborative and cohesive communities in themselves, where 
students are seen as people outside the A-C band. (I had the pleasure of staging a discovery exercise 
on Islamic education heritage in the UK context with Sidi Ibrahim Lawson sitting here next to me; 

4 At the time of publication, a post at cooperativelearning.info is scheduled to go up. Get notified. 
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imagine my joy when I found in a post-session note by a non-Muslim participant "School must be like 
family"). 
 
So summing up, we start by proposing Cooperative Learning, the tool no one has picked successfully 
up on. Note that just Cooperative Learning by itself is phenomenal and whoever is there first gets the 
credit related to attainment and 21c skills. But our unique heritage, comprising as it does Aqida, logic 
and rhetoric is the stable platform that may provide the student-centred discovery direction and focus 
beyond the current nihilism of “What’s your opinion, Bob?” 
 
And very interestingly, Muslims will thereby in fact bring the English back to their own heritage of 
the Trivium. The Muslims have a true contribution to make here, working alongside people such as 
Martin Robinson, the author of the recent book “Trivium 21c: Preparing young people for the future with 
lessons from the past” which is already pointing the way. 
 
Summing up, we propose fusing the latest of potentially “poisonous” western radical didactics with 
our our heritage of rational questioning which forms the basis of Kalam  to use guided discovery to 5

uncover ontological and epistemological questions.  Give students, Muslims and non-Muslims, a real 
stake in their identity formation. 
 
Thank you. 
... 
 
On a final note, UK Tertiary should be leaders in adopting effective student-centred learning, but I find 
the opposite is the case - aside from a few courageous souls in the University of East Anglia, which I 
approached in February, there seems to be simply no interest in instantly cost-effective and engaging 
student-centred learning - the US  - and United Arab Emirates and China! - are way ahead, it seems. 6

This is in spite the people in tertiary I have approached admitting awareness of the aforementioned 
Bologna documents and of the European Students Union in 2010 publishing the EU funded Student 
Centred Learning Toolkit, which gives a complete guide to tertiary looking for a move towards 
student-centred learning  - given the amount of academics present, I shall leave this perhaps to be 
picked up in a wider forum... 
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5 Kalam: “The science of speech”   is the practice in Islamic philosophy of seeking theological principles 
through dialectic, debate and argument (see wikipedia). 
6 See Barbara J. Millis IDEA Paper No. 38 Enhancing Learning  and More!  Through Cooperative Learning ©The 
IDEA Center, Inc. 
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